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Abstract
Aim-Proliferative activity oftumours re-
flects their malignant potential. In colo-
rectal adenomas, a subjective impression
of the number of mitoses is a criterion
often used to assess the degree ofdysplasia.
Since these subjective impressions of mi-
totic activity may lack reproducibility, the
aim of this study was to perform an ob-
jective analysis.
Methods-Mitotic counts were conducted
in tissue sections of 59 colorectal ad-
enomas. Ofthese, 20 showed mild, 20 mod-
erate, and 19 severe dysplasia, according
to blind duplicate assessments by two
pathologists. Forty three were classified as
tubular adenomas and 16 as "villous"
adenomas (tubulo-villous and villous).
The number ofmitoses, both per unit area
of epithelium (area weighted mitotic
counts, AWMC) and per colonic crypt (mi-
totic counts per colonic crypt MCCC), was
scored in the most dysplastic area within
the adenoma. Mitotic figures were counted
using a light microscope (ocular x 10, ob-
jective x 40, NA 0 75), and the area of the
glandular epithelium was measured using
an interactive video overlay measurement
system. Twenty glands per specimen were
assessed. In the intra-observer repro-
ducibility tests, the coefficients of error

for the AWMC and MCCC were 4 5% and
7-4%/o respectively.
Results-For the AWMC a significant
difference was found between mild and
moderate as well as between mild and
severe dysplasia, but not between mod-
erate and severe dysplasia. The results of
the MCCC showed the same trend, but
the differences did not reach a significant
level. Furthermore, cases classified as
mild dysplasia were found that showed
numerous mitoses, while cases classified
as severe dysplasia were found with only
very few mitoses. No significant difference
in AWMC was found between tubular and
villous adenomas. Thus the different
malignant potential of tubular and villous
adenomas was not reflected by a difference
in AWMC. A seemingly strong difference
for MCCC between tubular and "villous"
adenomas appeared to depend completely
on the difference in crypt size between
these two groups.
Conclusions-The area weighted mitotic
count, rather than the mitotic count per
colonic crypt, may be useful for assessing
the proliferation rate in colorectal ad-
enomas.
(J Clin Pathol 1995;48:620-625)
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Figure 1 Profile area of colonic crypt epithelium outlined with the PRODIT video overlay
measurement system.

The management of adenomatous polyps of
the large intestine plays an important role in
the secondary prevention of colorectal cancer,
the second leading cause ofcancer related death
in the western world. Patients in whom colo-
rectal adenomas have been removed are, be-
cause of their assumed high risk of future
colorectal carcinoma, submitted to an intensive
follow up programme which includes repeated
colonoscopies. However, this increased risk
goes only for a minority of these patients.'
Identification of this specific subgroup at risk
would enable more specific, and therefore more
(cost-)effective strategies, in order to prevent
colorectal cancer from occurring. This is even
more important against the background of pre-
ventive population screening strategies.2 Be-
cause of the high prevalence of colorectal
adenomas in patients over 60 years, these
screening strategies would yield a very large
number of patients to be taken under sur-
veillance, thereby tremendously increasing the
cost of such screening strategies.34 In this re-
gard, it is important that several observations
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Means and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the area weighted mitotic counts (AWMC) and number of mitotic counts per colonic crypt (MCCC) in
colorectal adenomatous polyps grouped by grade of dysplasia and histological type

Dysplasia Histological type

Mild Moderate Severe Tubular Iillous
mean 95% CI mean 95% CI mean 95% CI mean 95% CI mean 95% CI

AWMC (No/10000 pm2) 0-67 0-54-0-79 0-99 0-76-1-23 0-99 0-80-1-19 0-89 0-76-1-02 0-86 0-64-1-09
MCCC (No/crypt) 2-22 1-51-2-93 3-34 2-26-4-41 3-44 2-34-4-54 2-54 2-13-2-94 4-21 2-51-5-91
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fhe morphology of ad- jective classifiers are being developed, which
valuable prognostic in- may help to distinguish cases at high risk of

ly, adenoma histology is colorectal cancer more reliably.8'-0
is grade of dysplasia and In addition to judging nuclear atypia and
wvercome difficulties in- glandular changes, the subjective appraisal of
assification systems, ob- the number of mitoses, which gives an im-

pression ofthe proliferative activity, is one ofthe
ier area of epithelium criteria used in grading dysplasia in colorectal

adenomas."12 Moreover, proliferative activity
is generally regarded as a marker of malignant
biological potential. Several of the genetic
events that are supposed to play a role in the
pathogenesis of colorectal cancer, like k-ras
and p53 mutations, probably directly affect the
control of cell proliferation."314
An efficient method for assessing pro-

liferative activity is to count mitoses.'5 Despite
criticism as to a possible lack of reproducibility,
it has been shown that the method can be
highly reproducible provided a strict counting
protocol is used.'6 Furthermore, the influence
of delayed fixation"7 probably does not play
an important role in the case of colorectal
adenomas, since in general the biopsy or polyp-

* 0.99 ectomy specimen is stored immediately in fix-
ative. In this study we aimed to investigate
whether the quantitatively assessed number ofp= 0.06 mitoses correlated with the subjectively as-

Moderate Severe sessed degree of dysplasia. Furthermore, we
were interested to see if adenomas of different
histological type, comprising a different risk of

toses per crypt malignancy, would differ in mitotic rate.

Methods
PATIENT MATERIAL
Specimens of colorectal adenomatous polyps
were obtained from the archives ofour institute.
The tissue had been fixed in mercury-formalin
(pH = 2 2), embedded in paraffin, cut at 5 im
thickness, and stained with haematoxylin-
eosin. In order to obtain comparable con-
fidence intervals in the statistical analysis, an
approximately equal number of adenomas with
mild (20 cases), moderate (20 cases), and

* severe dysplasia (19 cases) was used. From a
large number of adenomas, only those cases

-: were selected in which consensus had been
reached by two pathologists in a double blind

.*@- examination. The grade of dysplasia was de-
18 s P = 0j9 termined subjectively, using the following gen-

p 0.06 * erally accepted criteria.'2 In mild dysplasia the
nuclei are elongated, enlarged, slightly hyper-

Moderate Severe chromatic, and crowded, with early strat-
ification. There is little branching of crypts.

rence in the numberof mitoses Moderate dysplasia shows increased nuclear
Fed mitotic counts=AWMC,
'and moderate dysplasia as stratification, with more hyperchromaticity,
Pere dysplasia, but not between loss of polarity, pleomorphism and mucin de-
,ncoptl(MoCctCalrade)nomas. pletion. In severe dysplasia, nuclear atypia can
ugh significance was not be stronger than in moderate dysplasia, with

prominent nucleoli and an increased number of
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carefully selected and demarcated. Within this
field, in 20 adjacent crypts the mitotic figures
were counted and the profile area of crypt
epithelium was measured.

Mitotic figures were counted using the fol-
lowing well established criteria'9: absence of a
nuclear membrane; no clear zone in the centre;
hairy projections rather than spiky or triangular;
and basophilic, amphophilic or pale, but not

4.. eosinophilic, cytoplasm. For this purpose we
used a light microscope at x 400 magnification
(ocular x 10, objective x 40, NA 0 75). The
area measurements were performed using a
commercially available interactive video over-
lay measuring system (PRODIT version 4-1,
BMA, De Meern, The Netherlands). With this
system, the microscopical image is recorded by
a video camera and displayed on the computer
screen. Using a x 10 objective gave a final
magnification of + 300 x on the computer

4..-,.:',! screen, which appeared the most suitable for
this purpose. Conducting two-phase meas-
urements, first the outer crypt border (that is,
the epithelium/stroma border) was demarcated,
giving the total crypt area. Second, the inner
crypt border (that is, the epithelium/lumen bor-
der) was marked, giving the luminal profile
area, which then was subtracted from the total
crypt area giving the profile area of epithelium
(fig 1).

In each specimen, the mean number of mi-
toses per colonic crypt (MCCC) and the num-
ber of mitoses per unit area of epithelium (area
weighted mitotic counts, AWMC) were com-
puted. In the intra-observer reproducibility
tests, the coefficient of error for the AWMC
was 4-5% and for the MCCC it was 7-4%.

Figure 3 Top: Adenoma with mild dysplasia; nuclei are elongated, slightly enlarged, and
hyperchromatic, and there is still ample mucin present. Numerous mitoses are seen.
Bottom: Adenoma with severe dysplasia: The nuclei are large, hyperchromatic, atypical,
and show prominent nucleoli. There is clear stratification and loss ofpolarity,
pleomorphism and mucin depletion. However, no mitoses are seen.

mitoses. The crypt architecture shows budding,
branching, and "back to back" orientation of
the glands. Within a single specimen there often
is a gradual change in the degree of dysplasia.
Therefore the classification of grade was based
on the most affected part.

Concerning the histological type, leaf-like or

finger-like processes in the two dimensional
sections were regarded as representing villous
components.'8 Because of the limited number
of cases with villous components, no sub-
division was made into tubulovillous and villous
adenomas. These cases are therefore further
referred to as "villous" adenomas (n = 16),
which are to be distinguished from the tubular
adenomas (n = 43).

MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were performed according to a

strict measurement protocol, similar to the ones
described earlier.8-lo In each histological section
a measurement area, usually at the top of the
polyp, showing the highest degree of dysplasia
and with the highest density of mitoses, was

STATISTICS

First, the mean and its 95% confidence interval
were calculated for all three grades of dysplasia,
as well as for the tubular and villous cases, both
for the MCCC and the AWMC. Second, with
the Kruskal-Wallis test with multiple com-

parisons, the presence of significant differences
between the three grades was investigated for
both variables, and if present, between which
pair of grades they arose. The level of sig-
nificance was set to p<0 05. The differences
between tubular and villous adenomas were

assessed with the Mann-Whitney test.
To test the intra-observer reproducibility,

three specimens were measured five times.
Then the coefficient of error (CE) was cal-
culated over the five measurements per speci-
men. Averaging these values over the three
specimens gave the mean CE for both variables.
All analyses were performed with BMDP stat-
istical software.

Results
The mean values with their 95% confidence
intervals ofAWMC and MCCC in mild, mod-
erate, and severe dysplasia are given in the
table. For the AWMC a significant difference
was found between mild and moderate dys-
plasia as well as between mild and severe dys-
plasia, but not between moderate and severe
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dysplasia. The results of the MCCC showed
the same trend, but the differences did not
reach significance (fig 2). Furthermore, some
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Figure 4 In 59 colorectal
adenomas, no difference in
the number of mitoses per
unit area of epithelium (A,
area weighted mitotic
counts=AWMC) was
found between tubular and
"villous" adenomas. The
difference in the mitotic
counts per colonic crypt (B,
MCCC) was completely
explained by the difference
in crypt size (C).
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Figure 5 The mean number of mitoses per unit area of
epithelium (area weighted mitotic counts =AWMC) for
tubular and "villous" adenomas, stratified after grade of

. . dysplasia.

cases subjectively classified as mild dysplasia
Villous showed numerous mitoses, whereas other cases

that had been classified subjectively as severe
dysplasia showed only a few mitoses (fig 3).

(pt With respect to histological type, the mean
values of AWMC and MCCC with their 95%

: confidence intervals for tubular and "villous"
adenomas are also listed in the table. No sig-
nificant difference in AWMC was found be-
tween the two histological types (fig 4A). This
picture persisted after stratification for grade
(fig 5). The difference between tubular and
"villous" adenomas in MCCC appeared to be

* entirely caused by the larger crypt size in the
latter (fig 4B and C).

-~ Discussion
Mitosis counting had been proposed for the
classification of colorectal carcinomas as early
as 1939,20 and proliferation rate has been com-
pared in normal colorectal mucosa, adenoma,
and carcinoma, using several techniques.2'-25
Atypical mitoses in colorectal adenomas have

Villous recently been studied26 but to our knowledge
no investigation ofthe quantification ofmitoses
in colorectal adenomas with respect to grade

a,ea of dysplasia and histological type has been
performed. This is even more surprising since
the subjective assessment of mitotic activity is
widely used as one of the criteria for grading
dysplasia in colorectal adenomas." 12

Counting mitoses is one of the oldest tech-
niques for quantifying the dividing fraction,
and has clearly shown its value in many areas
of tumour pathology.'5 Furthermore, several
studies have shown it to be a highly repro-
ducible technique, provided that the quality
of the slides is adequate and a strict protocol
for counting the mitoses is used.'627 Mitosis
counting allows for selective measurement of
epithelial proliferation in tissue sections, unlike
the S phase fraction derived from DNA flow
cytometry. Its directness makes it very suitable
for application in routine pathology. Since mi-
toses in colorectal adenomas are most often
clearly visible and easy to identify, it makes

Villous mitosis counting the perfect way of assessing
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proliferation in these lesions. Their recognition
is probably easier than the classification of
immunostaining as positive or negative. Be-
sides, the use of some immunohistochemical
proliferation markers like ki67 and PCNA is
complicated by conditions with respect to tissue
handling and fixation.28

Furthermore, the immunohistochemical de-
tection of proliferation linked proteins, the S
phase fraction, and labelling indices only in-
dicates that DNA replication is in process.
Mitotic figures, however, mark cells that are
actually dividing. Especially in colorectal mu-
cosa this can be of considerable importance,
since many DNA replicating cells could be
lost because of cell desquamation before they
complete their cell cycle, and therefore would
not contribute to actual tissue proliferation.

Because of the heterogeneity of the epi-
thelium-stroma ratio and of the degree of epi-
thelial dysplasia within colorectal adenomas,
we found counting the mitoses per field of
vision (the mitotic activity index) unsuitable in
this setting. As an alternative we considered
the mitotic index (counting mitoses per number
of nuclei). This seems very precise at first
glance; however, not only is it a laborious
method, but a precise count of the number of
nuclei in a given colonic crypt is frustrated
by the severe overlap of nuclei. Therefore we
counted mitoses per unit area of epithelium.
In our view, this method allows, at least in
colorectal adenomas, a better assessment of the
mitotic rate in the area of interest than counting
mitoses per field of vision with a correction
afterwards for the global volume percentage
of epithelium in the adenoma (the volume
corrected mitotic index)."
Using grade of dysplasia as a standard by

which to evaluate the mitotic activity could raise
some questions. Indeed, the grading system is
highly subjective, and it can hardly be regarded
as a gold standard. For this reason we started
to evaluate objective measures ofthe changes in
dysplasia of colorectal adenomas in the present
study, as well as in some previous studies.8-10
Furthermore, the grading system artificially dis-
rupts a biological continuum into three discrete
classes, falsely suggesting the existence of three
discrete entities. Nevertheless, subjective grad-
ing is widely used to describe the changes in
dysplasia, and any new method should be
compared to it. Moreover, since the results of
the present study refer to groups rather than
to individual cases, the detection of trends
related to the spectrum of changes in dysplasia
is possible.
The results of an increase in AWMC as well

as the MCCC from mild to moderate dysplasia,
but not from moderate to severe dysplasia,
parallel the outcome of earlier studies on nuc-
lear morphometry in colorectal adenomas.89
This finding suggests that to a certain extent
an increase in nuclear atypia in colorectal ad-
enomas correlates with an increase in mitotic
activity, which is in accordance with the com-
mon grading systems of dysplasia in colorectal
adenomas.
The finding of adenomas classified as mild

dysplasia but with a high mitotic density on

one hand, and adenomas classified as severe
dysplasia but with a low mitotic density on the
other (see also fig 3), could be explained in
two ways. First, these adenomas could simply
have been misclassified, since subjective grad-
ing does not allow classification of dysplasia
with guaranteed precision. Although we cannot
exclude the possibility that this could have
happened in an individual case, another ex-
planation is also possible. While not losing sight
of the limitations of subjective grading, these
results could point to the existence ofadenomas
that share many of the characteristics of mild
dysplasia, but which have an increased mitotic
activity, as opposed to adenomas sharing fea-
tures with severe dysplasia, but which have a
low density of mitoses.
From the point of view that proliferative

activity could be an indication of the (pre-)
malignant potential of adenomas, it was some-
what surprising that no difference in AWMC
was found between tubular and "villous" ad-
enomas. In fig 5 we show that this result re-
mained the same after stratification for grade
of dysplasia. The difference between tubular
and "villous" adenomas found for the MCCC
appeared to be caused entirely by the larger
crypt size in the "villous" adenomas, as was
shown in fig 4C.

It has been suggested that the vast majority of
colorectal adenomas grow too slowly to become
harmful.30 As a result, the few adenomas that
would actually progress to a carcinoma are
expected to show a high mitotic activity, so in
a study like this not many of the adenomas
investigated would show these features. In view
of this, the finding of some cases with very high
mitotic activity, irrespective of grade, seems
interesting.

In conclusion, this study showed that the
area weighted mitotic count in particular seems
a useful tool for assessing the proliferation rate
in colorectal adenomas. However, the different
malignant potential of tubular and villous ad-
enomas was not reflected by a difference in the
AWMC.

The study was supported by grant No 28/1687 from the
Praeventiefonds.
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